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T HE

ME S S E NGE R

WELCOME TO THE JUNETEENTH EDITION OF MESSAGE SENT
Thank you for clicking on our third Message Sent e-magazine!
In this edition, we welcome the celebration of Juneteenth. We
welcome the creative interpretations of Black history. Black
lives. Black matters. We welcome the emotions regarding
current events. We welcome, encourage, and challenge artists
right now to create something during this time of change,
hope, and movement.

WIKI FACTS
FOR THE ONES STILL ASLEEP:

We hope you enjoy this as a reminder that art has the power
to change the world. We have paintings and poetry from
people who are currently all over the world.
We have words given to us from other countries. We're very
thankful for all the submissions and artists who contributed
to this publication. We hope to inspire you to create and
spread positivity through art.

The members of Return 2 Cinder has had heavy hearts throughout this time after the death of George Floyd. Our
team members have participated in marching, peaceful protests, and events supporting Black Lives Matter. We
want to do as much as we can being based out in Germany. This magazine has a special place in our hearts.
Although this Juneteenth edition was not planned, we were absolutely committed and passionate about pushing it
out. We appreciate all the love and support the online art community has given us from day one. Please show our
artists some love because they deserve it. They sent us a great deal of their hearts this time and we are excited to
share this with you.

Love,
do
orite weir
your fav
Verse
Vanessa
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&F OL L OW T HE M

CALL ME KING/@CALL.MEH.KING
"Because to be silent is to be dead"

FRESH LINEN/@GEOFRESHLINEN

"To be black is to be a fetish and a fear..."

ISAIAH J. WHITE/@IWHITE4FUN

Texas native, poet, and ghostwriter.

JOHNÉ TRIBBLE/@JUSTDOITTRIBBLE
a black queer woman

KAMADIE TRAORE/@LIVELUVWRITE

A POET ON A DISCOVERY JOURNEY IN WEST AFRICA

KEYONNA JARAMILLO/@KEZABELLE12
27 year old African American woman

KIMBERLY SHAW/@KIMBERLYSHAWPOETRY
KIMBERLYSHAWPOETRY.COM

MARQUITA ALLEN/@BEUPROOTED

FOUNDER OF BE UP ROOTED, CURATOR OF PICTURE HAIR AND Host oF THE
BLACK GIRL ESSENTIALS PODCAST.

MELISSA CURTIS/@__MELCUR__
Art for sanity and BLACK LIVES MATTER

URBAN/@GIRLFRIDAY2013

Spoken word artist, wife, mom, sister, friend, and stage 3 breast
cancer survivor.
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"I'M
TIRED OF
WRITING
THE
SAME
POEM"
POETRY BY FRESH LINEN
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Black lives matter / But do black deaths? / Yes, Black Death / The bubonic plague of the United
States / Before you stop reading or listening / I’m not lumping all badges together / But to ignore
common denominators is foolish / Your propensity for bigotry is the epitome of the reason why
our protest is at your door steps / You’re confused about our riots / but have clarity when
defending rape-y athletes or breaking quarantines / And before you protest my protest / All lives
need to realize that black lives aren’t held to the same standard of human /

"I'M TIRED OF WRITING
THE SAME POEM"
I’m upset today because I feel like I’m / living in the
1800s / I’m upset that I have to keep writing this
poem / I’m upset about speaking my mind and / The
word “but” follows my cry for justice like debut /
Because we haven’t seen it yet /
Police brutality is the new birth control / Having a black child is the equivalent to starring in a
horror film / You either are the last survivor, in the sequel / or end up being the black guy /
Constantly, you’re worried / You think twice before bringing that soul into the world / I’m
ashamed to ask God for help because of the questions I already ask myself: “Are you prepared to
give that college fund to a funeral home? / Should I get books or a bullet proof vest for your
birthday? / When do I teach them how to get pulled over? / Why am I teaching children how to
get pulled over? / What age should I teach them to not to be so intimidating?” / I guess it
depends on how old you have to be to buy skittles and Arizona iced tea. / Just in case, How old
were you when you learned to whistle? / I’m just tired of writing poems about this! / Do you know
what it’s like to dread calls from your family members? / If my mom starts off the conversation
saying “hey, you home?” I already that know someone has been sent to the grave / Do you know /
What it’s like to have your cheeks go on strike from the over working smile you’re coerced to
wear in public because to be black in deep thought / Is to be plotting? / How am I supposed to
get away from violence / When my pigment attracts pig men to draw closer? / It’s sketchy, how
easily they can erase your color / Pen seals your sentence / To be black is to be permanently
marked / Treated like a smudge, when Black,
is some of God’s most critiqued art /
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I said I’m tired of writing poems about this! / I know / Being black in public is a threat to your /
comfort / But I’m not stopping, / even after you finally listen, / because y’all seem to forget that
this ain’t / news / It’s only news to those who’ve had the / privilege.
I’m tired of writing the same poem / But / Best believe my white wife never needs to / wonder why
we weep / She’s been fighting with us her whole life. / We both were raised by parents who had /
oppressed mothers. / Who found similarities in the German / 1940s and the American 2020./

"I'M
TIRED
OF
WRITING
THE
SAME
POEM"

She marches and / I apologized for the hate she’s gonna receive /
Just for loving and defending black people, / especially me. / I
told her that no matter how mixed, / our seeds / will always be
black from the, / “I thought I saw a Gun” / up / to “don’t care if
you’re white too, / paid suspension / from the waist down / My
hands catch my thoughts, / As my tears soak my knees. / Because
I’m tired of writing the same poems. / She’s says make it home
and continue to breathe. / Don’t forget why you speak / I tell her
sorry but I know you didn’t sign / up for this / She swiftly tilts
my chin, / and raises my fist. / With passion in her eyes she says,/
“Yes I did”
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Like me
poetry by Isaiah J. White

From the ground, flesh was formed; from
the flesh, we are born. / So that means
physically we will never be torn from this
earth. / Made right from the dirt / So
carnally we’re everything that it’s worth. /
Thoughtfully the same regardless of how
you mind works. / Doesn’t matter if you
believe the egg came first. / Ideas still
come from the same yolk, / And that same
yolk still has the same growth. / We all
think the same: the proof is here for show.
/ Our boats float the same, though there
are different strokes. / Still the same song,
though we sing different notes, / And we
take different paths traveled with the
same hope. / Difference of me and you is
the past and points of view. / Because we
stand on different planes, we / may believe
in different things. / But our brains work
the same, a trademark / from the place
where we came, / Shipped out and altered
from the things that we’ve seen. / Say that
you dread this world; no one can be
trusted. / That means you’ve forsaken
yourself; I ask when was it. / Advocates
and enemies can both bind your feet. / You
can drown in blood and water, but both are
necessities. /
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Think that you’re guarded with a shield, when
contact is really shied. / Say your walls are just
force fields; you’re using them to hide. / A heart
doesn’t leave because it’s not seen, / But wounds
will heal, and you can always sew a sleeve. / So I say
flaunt it proudly, / Regardless of the things that are
sure to scratch it. / Yeah, they’ll try to jack it, but
don’t fret the thieves. Something they can’t
achieve if they don’t take the whole jacket. / Work
to keep loving, let your hands become callused. /
And keep your balance, not letting pain’s challenge
evoke. / Feelings that manifest into actions, then
tainting your soul. / Before the movement of your
soles, remember love’s unconditional. / Regardless
of the past encountered, don’t keep covered; /
Then there is no opening to be filled. / Even a thin
filter corrupts a genuine lover. / Nutrients of a gift
would be sifted by the film. / Malnutrition will cause
a stunted growth. / And the strength of the
relationship you’ll never know / Not to mention the
state of your existence. / The imbalance of your
contents will affect your scope. / Lack of trust in
others stems from distrust in self. / Worry of stolen
riches will take focus from wealth. / The love that is
handed down to successors. They’d be indebted to
hatred due to grudges of the ancestor. / I aim to
change the connotation of enemy, / So they and
thee have no animosity. / Not against one another,
but against the problems seen, / So that today’s
future can start tomorrow’s dream.

Despite the title, for full effect listen to “Criminals” by Mr. Prezident
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A m e r i c a
Poetry By Call me king

This is America, Land of the free / Freedom to kidnap an entire nation and enslave them without sympathy
/ Freedom to miseducate and steal our people’s identity / Freedom to promote hatred, racism and bigotry
/ Freedom of speech only appreciated when your skin looks like ivory / Freedom to oppress and protect
inequality / Freedom to remove and destroy native population and call it Manifest Destiny / Freedom of
expression that is punished when we simply take a knee / This is America, Home of the Brave / The Braves
that re-writes history and cover up the evil they’ve paved / The ones that rely on their legislative and
judicial branch to create modern slaves / The Braves that police the minority colony in a racist nation like
animals in a cave / The Braves that shoot unarmed people of color over non-violent display / The ones that
separate the unprivileged in ghettos with economic barricades / The ones that flood those same streets
with addictive poison than lock up the users in a cage / The same ones that used the 13th amendment to
legalize this wicked agenda they made / This is America, so proudly we hailed / Proud to put 3 holes in the
back of a child and put his family through Hell / Proud to display our democracy in which we poorly fail /
Proud to instead let Oligarchy prevail / Proud to display our colors but mistreat those who help create the
tale/ Proud to criticize other nation’s governments when our own country is frail / Proud to profit from the
same substance we used to put so many in jail / Proud to completely decimate a thriving community out of
resentment because their skin weren’t pale / This is America, if all lives matter… / Why do only Latinos get
booted and lives get shattered? / Why is it only white economics that are allowed to get Fatter? / Why do
only the white kids get Burger King after leaving a church and theater tattered? / Why are only Native
Americans mocked whenever their drums batter? Why with only black blood are the pavements
bespattered? / Why are YOU so angry, when it’s US that have to repeat “Black Lives Matter”? / Instead of
complaining use your power to make a change or we’ll use ours to make you scatter! / This is Our America
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Dear Black Woman
Poetry By Marquita Allen

I feel your pain. I see the burden you
carry when it’s too hard to explain.
The tears you cry water the
seeds of knowledge you plant in this
world. There is power in your message
and you have stories that
are untold.
You rise up to the masses and use
your voice for truth. For you are the
example of a queen that takes
pride in what you do. There is truth in
your power, protection at your hands.
You stand boldly on the
front lines and firmly in your demands.
You are resilient and beautiful even
when you feel broken and
used.
You are spiritually connected, your
voice is your muse. You use it for
power, you use it for what’s right.
You allow your candles to light others
so we all can shine bright. Black
woman, you are beautiful and
fearless in your ways.
Dear Black Woman, no one can ever
take your place.
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civil unrest
Poetry by Kimberly Shaw

MLK didn’t rest / Angela Davis didn’t rest / The civil rights era became
a movement / Because our people did not rest / Rosa Parks did not
rest / Malcolm X did not rest / They might have resisted arrest / But
they did not rest / Or fall into cardiac arrest / I can attest / Thurgood
Marshall did not rest /
No rest for the weary / Because we live in the divided / United States
of America / Where we / Are constantly gunned down and killed / By
the people who don’t look like us / And people who look like us / Are
weary / From crying / Weary from keeping the faith / Weary where we /
Kneel down and pray / And hope / Nobody who don’t look like us / Got a
reason to hate us enough / To end our lives today / Where we stand /
We always fall / Weary and tired from carrying all this pain /
Dehydrated from crying all this rain / Rain that never stops / Rain that
floods our souls / We need renewable energy / Ignited by staring down
shallow graves and solar tragedies
This mass genocide is not limited to solar tragedies / In this United
yet divided States of America / We get killed whether it’s day or night
/ Whether we weary or alert
No rest for the weary/ In these supposedly / United but divided
States of America / Where we / Get pulled over / With feet on our
necks / Weight on our backs / 5 shades of Maroon / Is there anyone
out there
Help us please / We can’t breathe
WE. CAN’T. BREATHE.
There’s thousands of stares out there / And still nobody out there /
Bystander apathy is real / The nation stands by to watch / Whenever
we get killed / They did it in the 1800’s / They did it in the 1900’s /
They did it in the 2000s
Ain’t shit changed except the shadows on the sun dial / The writing’s
been on the wall / Help us please / Is there anyone out there / Cause
it’s getting harder and harder to breathe / No rest for the weary /
Because the weary can’t breathe… / We ain’t allowed to move / We
ain’t allowed to speak / Unless spoken to / But today I speak
Because in these divided States of America / Where we
Are either weary / Or dead / I gotta say something /
Because we can’t breathe life back into the fallen:
Ahmaud Arbery
George Floyd
Breonna Taylor
Sandra Bland
Walter Scott
Asbury Wilder
Trayvon Martin
Michael Brown
Tamir Rice
To name a few / Rest in peace, my brothers and sisters /
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You’re no longer weary, / It’s okay, fallen comrades /
Take your rest / In these United but supposedly
Divided States of America / There’s civil unrest / Civil
disobedience / And we still can’t breathe /
When there’s irrefutable proof on tape about who
shot us / Who killed us / Who put us 6 feet deep / In a
freshly dug, cold grave /
Justice expected, but not a given / So now we gotta
take it
In the 11th hour / Now these divided but seemingly
United States of America / is in civil unrest / Because
we won’t rest / Until our people stop passing / From
passing your brutality tests /
The whole system is a fail / But it graduated anyway /
And can still hold us back / Hold us down / Hold us to
standards / That our white counterparts /Never have
to meet /
We living in unprecedented times / And unpresidented times / Jesus take the wheel / Because
our president don’t know how to be a leader / Our
nation can follow
Before he died George Floyd protested with
everything he had in him... / My hands are tied / My
neck is paralyzed / I can’t breathe / I’m in the struggle
of my life / 8 minutes later he died / At the hands of
the boys in blue / Who were supposed to protect and
serve / But the only thing they were protecting and
serving / when they killed him / Were their best
interests, / Their best instruments… / Their white
privilege / Their blatant racism / Their mistreatment of
black Americans / In these blatantly divided / Yet
United States of Americans /
If there’s no justice, there’s no peace / It’s just us
resting in peace / It’s just us protesting in peace / It’s
just us weary where we need peace / I’m out now; I’ve
said my piece.

A F F I R M A T I O N
Poetry by urban

I am a phenomenon / I am a wonder / I am a
paradox rooted in plunder / I am majestic / I am the
strength
established in order to endure / the ravages of
slavery’s stench / I am more than the
stereotypical independent / I am God’s gift to
men / -I’m the motha you shoulda had / The sista
that had ya back / The spouse that holds ya head
up / when the world attacks / Im the Queen you
know existed / Not the white washed fraud
Elizabeth / Queen Cleopatra had melanin / it ran
deep / Deep like the Mississippi we followed to
set us free / I am the past, present and future
embodied / I am the black woman and everything,
/ yes everything that exist came from me! / I was
eve / -I am the beginning made to feel last / I am
rich with royal blood unsurpassed / I am the
quintessential female / I am the sought after wife
/ My body has more curves / than the city has
lights / I am the one they disrespect / but dream
of entering in at night / I am envied / Why else
would those women / clone their bodies after
me / via fillers and surgery
Their Heads braided with weaves / that were
made for our crowns / Spending hours in tanning
booths / mimicking our brown / Cultural
appropriation / but they call it fashion / Yet they
don’t attempt to fashion themselves after our
/disadvantages / -I am captivating / Your eyes
can’t help but look at me / I am perseverance / I
can take a little and feed a family of 10 /
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While never letting anyone know / the hardships
I experienced / I am music walking / I know You
hear the beats of my sway / The glare of my
amber brown eyes / become your escape / My
smile comforts the most distraught / My lips are
a part that others / wish / they / could / just /
touch / -I am sun kissed perfection / at any age I
never look worn /
My hair is stronger / than some of your men’s
souls / My spirit is Teflon / I am a healer / My
touch erases pain / Pride can be found in my
poet name / I am an idol / Unique in this world of
mundane / I am chosen / I am marked / I am
ordained / I am favored / I am protected / I was
never meant to be the same / I am pure / I am
heaven / I am God’s grace / I am beauty /
Just look / Look at the features in my face / Excuse me others / But sometimes we need self
affirmation, / words that hug / Sometimes we
need to shower ourselves / with self love /
Reminding ourselves / of Who and Whom you
was / In a world that would like us to think of
ourselves as it does / It attempts to hide our
true heritage / Telling us our story started on a
ship / But we know better, / We know those are
lies they told / When God created Adam and Eve
/ They had OUR hair, / They had OUR skin / They
had OUR nose / I don’t know about you / But I
can’t be lied to anymore /
I’ve taken back my identity / MY POWER, MY
STRENGTH / Rise up proud / Black PEOPLE /
WE ARE THE SHIT/
AND NEVER, /
EVER LET ANYONE TELL YOU DIFFERENT!

My Son
Poetry by Kamadie Traore

My son / I would tell you his name / But according to statistic / You will eventually learn it When it
becomes the next hashtag / At night / I sneak him into our bed His father who is a heavy sleeper / Is
against co sleeping / He doesnt really understand how watching our son sleeping behind bars triggers
my anxiety / So on nights when it feels like the air in my room is too thick to carry my prayers to the
sky / I sneak my baby into our bed / I inhale the scent of mercy in his curls / admiring the way each coil
surrender to stubbornness of its own texture / Surely theres a lesson in his patterns / I silently vow to
never cut his hair Even in the darkness of my room / I can make out dents in his cheeks / His dimples / I
have them memorize / If ever there comes a day in which i have to identify his body / And they haven’t
left much for me / I can hear the echos in those dents from any location / Ill will know thats my baby To
some this may sound a bit gruesome / But lets be honest we know how this goes / As of late / The only
lullaby my baby knows / Is the sweet melodies / Of tear gas and chanting sounds of / Black lives
matter / I tuck his tiny head into nook of my elbow / He moves for a second then sticks his thumb into
his mouth / And he’s back in his peaceful sleep / I smile / I image this was favorite position in my
uterus / And suddenly I wonder if he is homesick / If only he knew / If it were scientifically possible i
would shelter him in the depths of my womb for as long as possible / I would hide him in my temple /
As long as needed / But even my body isn’t strong enough to keep a black man sedated / I rest my lips
upon his forehead / This is my apology in advance / For failing him / On nights when my anxiety is
feeling wordy It sometimes questions me / Like tis better to have loved and lost than to have never
birth a black boy at all? / And I am ashamed to admit that I don’t know / I am ashamed to admit that
there have been nights / when I have pleaded with his / skin / To freeze as it is / Do not become any
more shades darker / Cause i wont be able to protect him / I am ashamed to admit / At his birth / I took
note of the color of his ear / because grandma said theres telling in how dark a baby will be if
depending on the / color of his ear / And I just wanted to see if could prophesied how many years he will
belong to me / You know what they say / The lighter the skin The longer he lives / Or is it The darker
the skin / The Earlier the lynching / Lately i have been sneaking my son into our bed / Because his
father is against co sleeping / he doesn’t understand / my belly echos from the absence of our son’s
body / My heartaches as each beat awaits its permission to break / Because it knows the probability of
some privilege man blowing the trumpet on son’s / life Is rather higher / And this / this / Triggers my
anxiety / This sends my mind speeding / Wondering / Will he have enough time to reach his milestone /
Will he graduate kindergarten / Will I capture pictures of his toothless smiles / Will he have a chance
to fall in love / Will he have a chance to fall in love? / Will there still be women who are brave enough to
love a black man / because / Honestly / Is it better to have loved and lost than to have never love a
black man at all / To some this may sound a bit gruesome / But / As of late / My black son doesn’t have
the luxury of counting sheep to sleep / Instead we counts the number of days we’ve been trying to
convince / Others that my his life matters / On nights like these / When i struggle to calm the fear in
my chest / I bail my sleeping black boy out of his crib / I lay him between the wall and my body / I shield
him from his father / And the world / I caress the handmade rosary beads on his tiny wrist /
Remembering how each bead holds a prayer within /
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I count
One : Lord return him home whenever he leaves
Two : Lord heal him if ever he bleeds
Three: Protect him whenever he needs
Four : Hear him if ever he cries
Five : Let him not be a threat in the white man’s eyes
Six: When pended down let him always rise
Seven : Always bring him back home
Eight : Always bring him back home
Nine : Always bring him back home
Ten : Always bring him back...
Thank you.

Forward
poetry by Johné Tribble

I walk around confident, defensive and ready. / Not bitter. Not sensitive. / But fearful, / And not
the kind that holds me back. / The kind that forces me to keep going. / Stopping means giving my
anxiety a second to catch up to me. / Working twice as hard to get half as far, just to keep being
reminded that I am / always close to the end. / History wants me to be afraid because I exist. /
So it repeats itself. / History should be afraid because

I EXIST.
I am AWARE.
I am CONFIDENT.
I am POWERFUL.
I am READY.

C O N N E C T

W I T H

R 2 C

To book or collaborate with R2C for an event, please email
Return2Cindr@gmail.com or connect with us through social media platforms.

@ R E T U R N 2 C I N D R

CONNECT WITH THE
R2C ARTISTS
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